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Lect. 28 - Kink Folding
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY
Lecture 28
Kink Bands and Chevron Folds
(Analysis of Fold Geometry)

Kink bands occur in strongly anisotropic rock where the anisotropy is either beds with a finite thickness or foliation with very thin layers.  These two are fundamentally different types of geological material that kink in different manners.  The first is a well cleaved schist where individual microlithons are very thin.  This material resembles a pack of computer cards where folding is vary sharp at the hinges.  In the second geological material the bedding has a finite thickness where any folding at the hinges has to respond to the thickness of the hinges.  Kinks in bedded material resemble the common chevron folds which will also be discussed within this lecture.
The terminology for kink bands is shown in Fig. 28-1 where the kink band is that zone within the beds or foliation has been rotated.   In the case of Fig. 28-1 the geological material has an anisotropy developed by the bedding planes.  Within the kink band the beds have been rotated from horizontal to a steeply dipping position.  The kink plane is the boundary between the rotated and unrotated portion of the beds.  The kink axis is the same as a fold axis with the strike of the axis parallel to the strike of the kink plane provided the beds were initially horizontal.
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(Fig. 28-1)


Kink-bands and kink-like folds may develop by flexural slip or continuous simple shear. The deformation within a kink band can be described in terms of an external rotation (j) and an internal rotation (q).  The external rotation takes the bedding planes or foliation and rotates them through an angle j so that the beds or foliation are rotated into the obtuse angle sector between the kink band boundary (kink plane) and the foliation outside the band (Fig. 28-2).  The internal rotation (q) is shown in Fig. 28-2 as the rotation of the radius of an undeformed circle to the deformed ellipse.  The strain ellipse within the kink band shows the opposite sense of rotation from the shear couple parallel to the kink-band boundary.  The shear S indicated by the internal rotation (q) can be measured according to the rule
	                        1  -  cos (a + j) sec a
	S  =  tan q  =     __________________ 
	                              sin (a + j) sec a                            

Compressive strain parallel to the foliation is
	
	ef  =  1  -  cos j
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(Fig. 28-2)

Kink bands develop one of two senses of rotation known as normal and reverse respectively (Fig. 28-3).  Largely the difference is determined by the acute angle between the foliation and the kink-band boundary.  For the normal kink band the external rotation is opposite in sign from the acute angle measured from the kink plane to the foliation.  In the reverse kink band the external rotation has the same sign.  The limbs of kinks are distinguished on the bases of whether the kink band constitutes the long limb or short limb.  Often the rotated limb is the short limb.
Chevron folds resemble kink bands except there is generally one fold plane where kinks are distinguished by a pair of kink planes.  Figure 28-4 shows a three beds and gives an indication of the nature of deformation associated with the limbs and hinge area. The sandstone in the hinge is above the neutral fiber and as a consequence extends along fractures as shown in black.  The hinge area in this fold is not as sharp as was the case for the kink bands.  As the hinge develops there are room problems where holes open and other portions of the fold wants to overlap.  Usually in the areas of overlap the folds take the overlap by pressure solution where part of the bed is dissolved and carried away in solution or redeposited in the form of veins. 
Three types of rotation can be distinguished in association with the fold.  The rotation #1 is an external rotation  as indicated by the change in orientation of the bedding.  This is ƒ in the previous figures.  Rotation #2 is an internal rotation and is shown on the strain ellipse of figure 28-2.  Rotation #3 develops off of beds of limestone that have been shortened by cleavage development.  Each block of limestone is bounded by pressure solution cleavage that dissolves the beds and permits shortening without the total rotation shown as #1 for the sandstone beds.
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(Fig. 28-3) 


Fault-bend folds are a consequence of décollement tectonics where bedding parallel detachments climb section by cutting across several beds.  A model of fault-bend folding is shown in figure 28-5 where the thrust plane comes from the right, cuts upward across bedding, and continues parallel with bedding off to the left.  Upon the initiation of the fault across bedding two kink bands develop at the bends in the footwall because these bends cause folding in the upper sheet of the thrust system. The axial surfaces A and B terminate a the bends in the detachment where it changes from bedding parallel to cross cutting.  The axial surfaces A' and B' terminate at the transitions between crosscutting and bedding-plane fault segments in the hanging wall at points X' and Y' which match points X and Y in the footwall.  As slip continues kink bands A-A' and B-B' grow in with and the anticline above the crosscutting fault grows in height.  Axial surfaces A' and B' move with the thrust sheet because they are fixed to the hanging wall cutoffs.  Because the axial surfaces A and B are fixed to the footwall cutoffs X and Y, the beds must move through the axial surfaces, first bending and then unbending. 
The motion of the fault-bend fold is complex because when the hanging-wall cutoff, Y', reaches the footwall cutoff, X, the fold has reached its maximum amplitude, which is the height of the step in décollement.  At this point the deformation, axial surface A, which has been fixed to the footwall is suddenly released to move with the hanging-wall cutoff, Y', whereas axial surface B', which has been moving with the hanging wall , is suddenly locked to the footwall  cutoff, X.  
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(Fig. 28-4)

Fault-propagation fold form as a part of the process of fault propagation.  In such a fold the thrust fault cuts across section but does not extend in the subsurface in front of the fold as was the case for a fault bend-fold.  Like the fault-bend fold, as the thrust starts to step up through the section two kink bands immediately develop.  One axial surface is pinned to the footwall cutoff and the beds roll through the fold by first folding and then unfolding.  Another axial surface is pinned to the tip of the fold and beds roll through it was the fault propagates forward.  A third axial surface touching the fault plane moves with the velocity of the thrust sheet and is the surface where the two initial kink bands have merged below the surface.  Commonly, fault-propagation folds will become locked because the bending resistance of some formation may be too great.  In this case the fault may propagate along the anticlinal or synclinal axial surfaces or somewhere in between.
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(Fig 28-5)
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(Fig. 28-6)



